Pentadecor® 3D polyester films
To provide your designers the freedom to shape MDF into an endless array of
innovative 3D designs that sell, kp developed Pentadecor® polyester films with a wide
range of surfaces and wood grain designs. Complementing our existing product
line, our high-quality polyester films offer a drop-in polyester based solution for high
performance and appeal. With Pentadecor® polyester films, kp delivers.

Polymers:
Polyester (PET)


Applications:
3D products
Kitchen doors, bathroom doors, furniture

General Properties:
Matte, super matte, and high-gloss surfaces
Printed wood grains
Lino Ash, Ondens, Larch
Custom designs available

Solutions for a changing world
As the global leader in decorative surface
films, kp offers a drop-in polyester-based
solution designed to help you meet your
social, economic, and environmental
sustainability goals, while maintaining
product integrity and production
economies. Pentadecor® polyester films
inherently provide high-performance
properties that can support your
sustainability efforts.
Eliminates capital expense by utilizing
existing machinery assets

Performance Features:

Reduces product weight through
increased yield

Superior clarity for maximum print resolution
Excellent thermoformability for detailed shapes
Can be processed on your existing lines, without modification, new tooling,
or the need for specialized equipment
Works with existing materials and adhesives within normal temperature ranges
Cuts easily for less knife wear
Superior surface quality
Processes consistently
Broadest product portfolio available in the marketplace
Custom colors available
Only European supplier to offer this film

Quality Manufacturing:
Quality certiﬁed – consistent formulation & traceability

.

A world leader in film
At kp, we believe in meeting the
needs of our decorative surfaces clients
comprehensively, with the highest-quality
films, the broadest range of formulations,
and service and support from beginning
to end. We offer the strength and stability
of a global company, delivering results to
you wherever you are.

Innovation. Solutions. Performance.
Support. Results.
kp films deliver.

Superior gauge control
ISO 9001:2000, 9001:2008, or 14001:2004 registered
Strictest cGMP standards
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